BRANDENBURG PROPERTIES EXPANDS PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

CAMPBELL, CA.

On Friday, February 6, 2015, San Jose-based Brandenburg Properties expanded its property portfolio into Campbell, CA by acquiring what is commonly known as the "Shell Gasoline Station" located at 570 E. Hamilton Avenue at the corner of E. Hamilton Avenue & Sylmar at Highway 17. "We've been eyeing Campbell for some time now and this was a great opportunity to execute--with others on the way" said Bill Baron, a Partner at Brandenburg. Presently, the site is home to a long time operating Shell branded gasoline station. The Seller was SR Freesh Metro, LP. SRS Real Estate—Bruce Frazer and Randol Mackley represented both buyer and seller in the transaction.

With this addition, Brandenburg Properties owns and manages over 100 properties in 6 US states and in the province of British Columbia, Canada. Throughout its over 50 year history, Brandenburg has participated in generating nearly $4.5 Billion Dollars in real estate valuation through acquisition, entitlement and construction (www.brandenburg-properties.com).
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